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I. Economics of Financial Instability
Since the beginning of the 18th century and the Enlightenment, there
emerged a recognised international agreement among the great powers
(including the United States and Russia) that all currencies were fixed to a
universal standard, gold. The pivotal and regulatory centre of that system
was the Bank of England. In general this agreement lasted until 1914.
Although the late 19th and early 20th century was the Golden Age of haute
finance, international banks and booming – and often crises-ridden – stock
exchanges, there were no proper foreign exchange markets before the 20th
century because the Gold Standard fixed the rates.1
After World War I, interconnected global financial markets emerged and,
simultaneously, floating rates prevailed for a while. It became reasonable to
hedge against exchange rate changes and possible to gamble also on the
prices of currencies (and indeed many did, at least in London and New
York). Because of nostalgia for the lost stability of the 19th century,
countries such as Great Britain attempted a return to the Gold Standard in
the 1920s, but with little success. And then the boom of the financial
markets in New York, London and elsewhere ended in 1929.
Soon after the Crash of 1929, in the early 1930s, countries such as Great
Britain were forced to return to the non-regulated floating regime. This
period was short-lived and characterised by a slow, ambivalent and painful
recovery from the Great Depression, with a number of countries turning to
nationalism and protectionism. In 1939 the world economy fragmented
again. The Bretton Woods system was created in the middle of World War
II, in a series of negotiations between Great Britain, which was under the
intellectual and diplomatic leadership of J.M. Keynes, and the US, with
Harry Dexter White as their main negotiator.
The Bretton Woods system preserved an essential element of the Gold
Standard. It provided fixed exchange rates to the US dollar, which in turn
was exchangeable to gold in fixed terms (USD35 per ounce). Moreover, all
capital movements were strictly controlled by the nation-states. There was
little reason for hedging and relatively few opportunities for speculation.
Currency transactions tended to be linked to real economy transactions.
However, occasional fluctuations in the demand and supply of a currency
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did occur. States had the option to resort to sudden devaluations; some states
used that option quite regularly.
Within a generation, the global situation has become radically different.
Eurodollar markets developed quickly in the 1960’s. The US abandoned the
Bretton Woods system of fixed exchange rates in 1971. Following a series of
political decisions, influenced by the pressure imposed by the US, the World
Bank, the IMF and the new offshore financial centres, countries have
liberalised (further) their financial markets since the 1970s. Orthodox
economic theory has functioned as a justification for financial deregulation
and the re-emergence and growth of the global financial markets (for details
of the monetarist argument for floating exchange rates, see Appendix 1).
However, in the absence of a proper analysis of the real world, there can be
no adequate regard of the real consequences of imposing the orthodox ideal
of “free markets”.2 In the following, first I assess and explain the variability
and volatility of the global financial markets since the early 1970’s; secondly
I sketch a causal explanation of financial crises that have occurred since the
early 1980’s; and finally, discuss the socio-economic consequences of
financial instability.
On the basis of available evidence, the de-regulated and globalising financial
markets appear tendentiously unstable and volatile. In this book, I am
focussing on exchange rates, but the argument also necessarily extends to
bond and share markets and bank loans, for these financial markets function
in an inseparable manner. Already in the 1980’s, exchange rate fluctuations
had grown three-fold compared to the 1960’s. Since the 1980’s, the power of
financial markets to undermine the economic path of states has grown
manifold, but there has also occurred a political race to cope with the growth
of the power of the financial markets.
The crises of the 1990’s, in particular, have had drastic real economy
consequences for a multiplicity of states and economies, as well as for
hundreds of millions of people. An examination of the real world conditions
of some of these crises indicates that the financial markets themselves tend
to generate volatility and crises. How do the financial markets work? What
are the essential mechanisms of the markets, in which currencies, loans,
bonds, shares and other assets are being exchanged around the world and the
clock? The bulk of this chapter is dedicated to building a conceptual model
of the mechanisms of financial markets. The model is based on the notion of
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radical uncertainty in the face of openness and unpredictability of the future;
as well as on the idea that all economic demi-regularities (contingent,
tendential “laws”) depend upon unique, transitory, institutional
arrangements. The model indicates that agency is inter- and systemdependent; and that financial decisions must be explained in terms of
sensitive trust or confidence on developments and highly reflexive strategic
considerations.
Although many aspects of both agents and structures could always have
been otherwise in any given crisis, the systemic explanation reveals how the
financial multiplication process, which tends to grow with rather vague and
ambiguous connections to the material world of economic developments, is
itself a crucial cause of financial instability. It is not only that the
multiplication process – or in standard financial terminology, leverage
building and indebtment – can easily grow into ”bubble” in particular places
and markets, but any anticipation of problems and changes can easily trigger
the financial markets to produce a crisis.
In the following, the discussion on the mechanisms of global financial
markets is followed by a brief analysis of the socio-economic consequences
of financial instability. It is argued that although financial markets have
become partially detached from the economy where non-financial goods and
services are produced, both the arbitrariness of price-formation and
occasional drastic fluctuations have far-reaching consequences to the social
and economic conditions of numerous actors. A more thorough analysis of
the power of the global financial markets will be, however, left to Chapters 2
and 3.

Instability and volatility in the 1980’s and 1990’s
In their OECD Working Paper, Edey and Hviding argue that an assessment
on date on monthly movements in exchange markets suggests that there has
been no general trend increase within the post-deregulation period since the
1970’s, although “of course exchange rates are substantially more variable
than when they were directly controlled”.3 This OECD data is reproduced in
Table 1, with average counted first for all and then for the most important
currencies. The OECD figures seem to indicate that on average these
currencies have been three times more volatile since the early 1970’s.4 There
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appears to have been a jump to a new level of volatility, but no radical
changes after that. Obviously, this data does not cover the world outside the
OECD area; that is, most countries of the world are excluded. However, by
far most forex trade takes place between the OECD currencies.

Table 1: Volatility of effective exchange rates

(Standard deviation of monthly changes)

1960-69
United States
Japan
Germany
France
Italy
United Kingdom
Canada
Australia
Austria
Belgium
Denmark
Finland
Greece
Iceland
Ireland
Netherlands
New Zealand
Norway
Portugal
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Turkey

0.2
0.3
0.7
1
0.3
1
0.2
0.6
0.4
0.3
0.4
2.1
0.2
4.4
0.5
0.3
1.3
0.4
0.4
1.2
0.9
0.4
0.3

Average
0.773913
Average of G7
0.55
(excl. Italy) + Australia + Switzerland

1970-79

1980-85

1986-89

1990-94

1.1
1.9
1.9
1.2
1.7
1.5
1.1
2
0.7
0.8
1.1
1
1.5
3.7
0.7
0.8
1.6
1
1.9
2
1.1
1.6
6.7

1.8
2.4
2.4
1.1
0.7
2
0.9
2.3
0.7
1.1
1
0.9
2.9
3.4
1.4
0.9
2.4
0.9
1.7
1.4
1.7
1.5
3.8

2.1
2.4
2.4
0.8
0.6
1.8
1
3
0.5
0.8
0.8
0.6
0.9
1.6
1.2
0.7
3
1.4
0.8
1.1
0.5
1.2
2.7

1.5
2.4
2.4
0.7
1.9
2
1.1
2.2
0.6
0.9
1
2.1
0.8
1.1
1.4
0.8
1.4
0.7
0.9
1.5
2
1.5
6.7

1.678261
1.5375

1.708696
1.8

1.386957
1.8375

1.634783
1.725

Source: OECD 1995

Would there be any other statistical evidence about the exchange rate
variability and volatility? In the available graphical illustrations, the
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development from the early 1970’s until the late 1980’s emerges as quite
dramatic5, but at least in the 1990’s the picture indeed remains more or less
unchanged, with a constantly high volatility and variability, as shown in
Figure 1.

Figure 1. Bilateral exchange rates with the US dollar in the 1990’s

Source: BIS 1998: 5.

That conclusion would be premature, however. The exponential growth of
the global forex markets indicates the growing power of these markets to
shake and undermine any given currency. In 1977, daily global forex
turnover was only $18.3 billion, whereas by 1986 the volume of the forex
markets had reached the level of $270 billion a day. In twelve years, the
daily volume of transactions has again grown six-fold, being now about
$1600 billion.6 Table 2 combines Felix’s 1995 calculations and the most
recent BIS 1998 Survey and 1999 Annual Report statistics, and also
estimates future growth.
In the late 1970’s and the 1980’s, the forex markets grew explosively. In the
1990’s, annual growth slowed down to 9-12%, which is still very high.
However, because the volumes are measured in terms of given dollar rates,
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no precise conclusions can be drawn from the average annual growth rates.
Hence, using April 1998 (instead of Spring 1999) exchange rates, the picture
of the developments in the 1990’s appears quite different. The growth rate
would be 9% for 1992-1995 and 14% for 1995-98.7 With 12% growth, the
daily volume of forex transactions will be over $6000 billion in 2010, which
is likely to be about 15% of world GDP8. That is, the value of world GDP
will be traded in less than seven days.

Table 2. The power of financial markets: daily forex trading volume

All figures in billions of US dollars

Year
1977
1980
1983
1986
1989
1992
1995
1998

Forex volume
per day*
18.3
82.5
119
270
620
880
1249
1599

Average annual
growth %
65.20
12.99
31.40
31.93
12.38
11.99
8.92

Global official
forex reserves**
265.8
386.6
339.7
456
722.3
910.8
1148.8
1636.1

Ratio of
reserves/forex
14.52
4.69
2.85
1.69
1.17
1.04
0.92
1.02

Projected forex figures, assuming annual growth of:
7%
12%
2004
2400
3160
2010
3600
6230
* Figures for 1977-1992, Felix 1995: 16; and for
1995-1998, calculated from BIS 1999a: Tables A-3

** Figures for 1977-1992, Felix 1995: 16;
and for 1995-1998, BIS 1999b: Table VI.4, 118.

and B2, 3 and 8 respectively (estimated global
turnover + currency swaps and options).

The derivatives markets for forex and currencies constitute two thirds of the
markets. Derivatives are important, even when the neutralisation or
modification of derivatives contracts involves entering into new contracts:
they expose participants to risks and have an effect on the prices of
currencies. The notional amounts outstanding are astonishing: for total
derivatives contracts, at the end of June 1998, 72000 billion US dollars, of
which forex contracts are 22000 billion US dollars. That is, the forex
derivatives amounts outstanding are almost at the value of the world GDP.
Most of these are forex swaps.9 US investment banks dominate the markets
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worldwide. Most of the derivatives activity is taking place in London and
New York, but also Tokyo, Singapore, Paris, Frankfurt and Zürich are
significant locations. The daily turnover of forex derivatives is almost 1000
billion US dollars; and the gross market value of these contracts is also about
1000 billion US dollars.10

Figure 2: Growth of forex turnover and global reserves
Growth of Daily Forex Turnover, Global Official Forex Reserves and IMF Reserves
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Until 1989, the global official forex reserves grew only modestly – or not at
all – and consequently the ratio of reserves to daily forex volume declined
dramatically from about 15 to 1. This evidently implies a reduced capability
of monetary authorities to moderate and control fluctuations of exchange
rates. As shown in Figure 2, since 1989, global official reserves have been
rising much more rapidly than before and more in pace with the forex
volume, thus the ratio has remained at the level of 1.11 To merely keep up
with the growth of the forex transactions, the reserves must be rapidly
increased from the current 5% to 15% of the world GDP by 2010.
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It is also noteworthy that in most industrial countries – with the partial
exception of Japan – cross-border transactions in bonds and equities are now
many times their GDP, although in 1975 they were less than 5% in every
country. This phenomenal growth has occurred, particularly in the 1990’s,
due to liberalisation and also because bonds have partially substituted
traditional bank loans.12

Table 3. The Power of Financial Markets: Bonds and Equities

Cross-border transactions in bonds and equities*

1975 1980 1985 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998
as percentage of GDP
United States
Japan
Germany
France
Italy
Canada

4
2
5
n.a.
1
3

9
8
7
5
1
9

35
62
33
21
4
27

89
119
57
54
27
65

96
92
55
79
60
83

107
72
85
122
92
114

129
78
170
187
192
153

131
60
158
197
207
206

135 159
65 79
172 200
187 258
253 470
187 251

213 230
96
91
257 334
314 415
677 640
355 331

*Gross Purchases and sales of securities between residents and non-residents.
Source: BIS 1999b: Table VI.5, 118.

Compared to material, productive investments, transactions in bonds and
equities – like currency transactions – are mobile. The value of bonds,
equities and related derivatives also depend on exchange rates; and exchange
rates depend, to an increasing extent, on the trading of bonds issued always
in a particular currency. This is because the non-trade-related acquisition of
foreign exchange is undertaken in pursuit of financial gain from a
combination of movements in the exchange rate and differential rates of
return from interest and capital gains.13 These links also create potential for
cumulative, escalatory and explosive processes.
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Real world counter-tendencies and processes
Already at the empirical level, it is evident that the system of flexible
exchange rates has not decreased volatility and variability. Rather, there has
been more volatility and variability since the early 1970’s. It seems that free
currency markets have not acted as buffer zones, as was supposed by the
advocated flexible rates and free financial markets (see Appendix 1).
Statistical traces do not, however, reveal anything about how the outcomes
have come about. In open systems, different tendencies – including
conscious attempts to resolve economic problems – can counteract each
other and different spatio-temporal processes may overlap, intersect,
interlope, and/or clash.14 In the following, I will briefly discuss four
tendencies and processes that seemed to have intervened in the functioning
of global financial markets.
An important reason why fluctuations and volatility within the OECD area
have stayed relatively constant since the late 1980’s is that states, regional
integration organisations and global authorities have been struggling against
the tendency of increased volatility. These practices seem to question the
normative justifications for the de jure retreat from intervening in the “free
markets”. Monetary reserves have increased or been increased; new ways of
international co-ordination have been found; and interventions to prevent or
alleviate crises have been more frequent than ever. There have also been at
least partially successful attempts at monetary unification. EMU is the most
obvious example. In addition, many countries have fixed their currencies
either to US dollar or euro (previously Deutsche mark or French franc).
Moreover, the globally imposed norm of “sound macroeconomic policies”
has not only encouraged further liberalisation but also homogenised
economic policies and expectations. And last but not least, the advocates of
the Washington consensus have, in a sense, moved from Friedman towards
Polanyi. As a response to the financial crises, it has been realised that
markets have to be governed by appropriate rules in order to exist and
function properly. Hence the attempt to re-regulate the recently liberalised
financial markets, albeit mainly by persuading and putting pressure on the
states to regulate the domestic sphere of each country, and without touching
the fundamental idea of “free markets”.
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Mostly these processes are the results of attempts to stabilise the instability
that has emerged within the financial markets. They should be seen as
purposeful responses to mounting problems. However, although some of
them have in fact reduced the volume, variability and volatility of the forex
markets, none of them constitutes a collective measure addressing the
essence of the problem.

Monetary interventions
Monetary reserves of the central banks can be used for short-term
adjustments. In a deregulated system that is based on flexible exchange rates
states, in fact, have few other means available.
There has been a greater frequency of crisis interventions by G-5 and G-7
monetary authorities.15 This has also led to new multilateral responses and
the institutionalisation of ad hoc rescue packages. By early 1985, the leading
Western powers had realised that the foreign exchange markets were so big
that only a concerted intervention by all the major central banks could have
any effect. Worried about the dollar’s rise, key central bankers led by Paul
Volcker, head of the US Federal Reserve, made a secret agreement. On
Wednesday morning, 27 February 1985, they struck, selling dollars
simultaneously. By the end of the day, the dollar had fallen from DM3.50 to
DM 3.30. This operation was followed by the famous Plaza Agreement,
named after the Plaza Hotel in Washington D.C. where the G5 meeting took
place in 1985. Again the agreement was to bring dollar down, and again it
worked. In later years there were other meetings (for example, the ‘Louvre
Accord’ in February 1987). Usually, they were designed to push the dollar
up and were not as successful.16
As depicted in Table 2 and Figure 2, national monetary reserves have been
vastly expanded since the 1980’s as a response to volatility in the currency
markets. In the 1990’s the annual growth rate has been about 10%. The ratio
of reserves to exports has risen from 20% in 1977 to 26% in 1998, and in
relation to the world GDP the growth has been much faster.17
New crises have constantly prompted new record levels of IMF lending. The
1997-1998 Asian crisis led to the creation of a new lending facility (the
Supplemental Reserve Facility). By July 1998, the international community
had already committed $118 billion in response to the Asian crisis, of which
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$36 billion was from the IMF, $27 billion by other multilateral
organisations, and $55 billion bilaterally.18
As a permanent solution, the attempt to increase national and multilateral
reserves is likely to fail. Assuming 12% annual growth of the volume of
financial transactions, the reserves must be rapidly increased from the
current 5% to 15% of the world GDP by 2010 merely to keep up with the
growth of the forex transactions. However, the reserves do not help in
countering movements of large magnitude and long duration. Nonetheless, I
think we can safely assume that, thus far, the increased reserves have
contributed to counteracting the tendency towards increased variability and
volatility.

Monetary unification
Obviously, in a world with a single currency there would be no fluctuations
or volatility of exchange rates. In the absence of global monetary unification,
states can alleviate the problem either by regional monetary integration or by
pegging their currencies to the dominant ones.
EMU has been part and parcel of the project of European common market
and integration since the 1950’s, but it has gained further political impetus
from the collapse of the Bretton Woods system and the turmoil of global
financial markets. After discussions in the Commission in 1968-69, the
Werner Report came out in October 1970. It outlined the first detailed plan
for materialising the EMU. The Werner Report also presented the EMU as a
response to the emerging speculative movements in global financial
markets.19 However, due to the lack of political will for a single currency,
the less ambitious ‘currency snake’ was introduced in 1972. The European
Monetary System (EMS) became reality in 1979.
The EMS reduced intra-European variability and volatility. Before 1993 the
ERM was widely credited with having achieved its primary goal of creating
monetary stability amongst participating states. It also functioned as a buffer
zone against the fluctuations of the US dollar.20
In the 1980’s, the political will emerged to continue the plans to create a
single European currency and central bank. The first stage of the EMU
started in 1990. At the time of the political struggles about the fate of the
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Maastricht Treaty, financial turmoil – the events of ‘Black Wednesday’ on
16 September 1992 – forced both the pound and lira out of the ExchangeRate Mechanism (ERM) and the peseta to be devalued by 5%. This
speculation was prompted at least in part by the fragile political situation. On
2 August 1993 further large-scale speculation all but destroyed the ERM.
The wide band was increased to 15% and extended to all currencies.
These developments in fact gave further political impetus to realising the
plans of the Maastricht Treaty. Although the politics of EMU are
complicated and multifaceted and it should by no means be seen merely as a
device to stabilise currency fluctuations,21 it is a fact that the introduction of
the euro as of 1 January 1999 has eliminated all intra-EMU currency
transactions (including those with Deutsche mark, French franc and Italian
lira). This has contributed to the relative stabilisation of the OECD figures.
Outside Europe, there is no formal monetary co-operation along the lines of
the EMS and the EMU. However, there is the “poor man’s version” of the
Exchange-Rate Mechanism. Countries can anchor their currencies to the rate
of one of the major currencies of the world. In most cases, the link has been
made to the US dollar – examples include Argentina and Panama in Latin
America, and Indonesia and Thailand in South East Asia22 – but some
African countries have preferred to peg their currency to the European ones
(now transformed into euro). These peggings have not affected the statistics
about the volume, variability and volatility of forex transactions; neither do
they help against massive attacks against a currency (many would argue to
the contrary that it is exactly a non-realistic peg that typically evokes
speculative attacks). Nevertheless, at least in more stable periods, they have
contributed to the monetary stability of these particular countries.

Homogenisation of economic policies
If we accept the orthodox logic, any fluctuation or collapse of the value of a
currency must be due to the “economic fundamentals” (whatever that is
supposed to mean) of the country in question. The consequent cure is to
restore the confidence of investors by correcting these alleged fundamentals.
The recipe of “sound macroeconomic policies” is always the same:
privatisation and liberalisation coupled with strict budget constraints and
tight monetary policy.
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This prescription has been at work, and globally efficacious, for more than
20 years.23 As a result the economic policies of states have been
homogenised. This should have stabilised expectations of the investors.
However, whenever a problem arises, upon a closer inspection, it is always
possible to find de facto deviations from the right course.
Indeed, with hindsight and a firm commitment to orthodox theory, it is
always possible to find a variety of arbitrary explanations or a list of
deviations from the sound free-market principles. “The fundamentals were,
after all, wrong, even if we did not see it beforehand.” Perhaps there were
some hidden problems in the balance of payments or exchange? Perhaps
political compromises between different nationalities within the state meant
that parts of the economy were over-subsidised? Perhaps capitalism in those
countries was “crony”, meaning that some firms and banks were favoured
over others? Perhaps there was also straightforward corruption? Or perhaps
the state was after all involved too much in crucial investment decisions and
everyday practices of banks and firms? The rate of taxation might have been
too high as well. Or it may be that there were underlying weaknesses in the
state budget, even though they went unnoticed for a long time. Or perhaps
there were weaknesses in the way the state had liberalised its trade or
financial markets?
The closed circle of operation of the orthodoxy is sketched in Figure 3. In
accordance with this logic, the political solution is invariably to impose the
theoretical ideal even more vigorously (“the IMF’s experience with its
member countries has shown that deeper and broader-based reforms are
necessary to achieve high-quality growth”24). No evidence can undermine
the fundamental belief that free markets are, in general, Pareto-optimal (i.e.
no arrangement can improve the position of anyone without making worse
the position of somebody else). The long-run vision seems to be that the day
will finally arrive when all the investors of the world will have equal
confidence in the “soundness” of economic policies of all the countries of
the world. Thence, there will be no more financial crises.
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Figure 3: The closed circle of operation of the orthodoxy
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Has this movement towards homogenisation of economic policies actually
reduced the variability and volatility of exchange rates? For an individual
country in trouble, the IMF (etc.) prescriptions may indeed work – at least in
the short run, and partially because the financial actors themselves believe in
the orthodoxy – to restore the “confidence of investors”. But there is no way
of concluding that the homogenisation of economic policies has actually
contributed to global financial stability. There are and will remain two
fundamental obstacles:
• Material economy of production and exchange: There is an
increasing divergence of real economy conditions, in the global
context of slackening economic growth and rapidly rising
inequalities, both within and between countries. As will be
explained in more detail in Chapter 2, orthodox prescriptions have
actually contributed to these developments.
• Politics of economy: Even neo-constitutional multilateral
arrangements and semi-authoritarian domestic practices25 do not
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guarantee that everybody will be content with merely expressing
their belief in the wisdom and inevitability of the orthodoxy;
hence, the orthodox measures will remain politically highly
contested; it is also possible that countries will continue or re-start
to apply non-orthodox measures.
Among other things, these two real world obstacles will ensure that investors
will continue to have diverse, conflicting and vacillating expectations in the
future. Also for these reasons, unintended consequences and unexpected
outcomes will continue to prevail in the global financial markets.

Re-regulation
A crisis has often followed financial deregulation and liberalisation (in fact,
not only in countries, but also in sectors of banking and financial activities).
Some states have resorted to re-regulation in order to stabilise the exchange
rate and the financial conditions of other economic activities. Examples
include Chile, which was perhaps the first country to follow neoliberal
policies (under the Pinochet junta). The first round of financial liberalisation
ended in 1982, resulting in Chile’s deepest recession since the 1930s, with
real output falling 14 percent. Despite the government’s ideological
commitment to the orthodox economic philosophy, it had to re-nationalise
all the banks and impose strict control over forex markets.
The second round of liberalisation in the late 1980’s was conducted under
state-control and involved developing a strict regulatory framework. Chile
has introduced a nominal exchange rate band, with the Reference Exchange
Rate reset monthly by the Central Bank of Chile, taking internal and external
inflation into account. This is adjusted daily to reflect variations in parities
between the Chilean peso and each of the US dollar, the Japanese yen and
the euro. Moreover, Chile applies controls over short-term capital inflows.
There is a minimum of 20% reserve requirement on new short-term foreign
credit, foreign currency bank deposits and investments.26 Throughout the
1990’s, Chile’s exchange rate has remained quite stable. In the late 1990’s,
Colombia has followed Chile’s example.27
Malaysia is another country that returned to strict regulation and
governmental controls of financial markets after a major crisis. In 1998, the
Prime Minister Mahathir said Malaysia had to act in face of speculative
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Box 1: Paradoxes of Malaysia
The policies of Prime Minister Mahathir of
Malaysia seem to be paradoxical in many
ways. His defence of “Asian values”
appears to be in conflict with human rights
and liberal-democratic aspirations in
Malaysia, yet in the West it is often the
democratic left that seems to be more
empathic towards his position of cultural
relativism and relatively independent, statebased economic policies. The financial
crisis of 1997-1998 occurred simultaneously
with fierce power struggles and campaigns
in semi-democratic elections in Malaysia. In
September 1997, in the World Bank meeting
in Hong Kong, he “compared today’s global
capital markets to ‘a jungle of ferocious
beasts’, and implied that they were directed
by a Jewish cabal” (Friedman 1999, 93).
Mahathir’s strong attacks against
the external speculators and his resort to reregulatory measures have, in turn, provoked
a fervent reaction from the neoliberal and
liberal-democratic circles of the West
against him. He has been accused of a
contradictory anti-globalisation rhetorics
and de facto reliance on the benefits of
globalisation (ibid.). Malaysia had chosen
an export-oriented development strategy
based on attempts to attract foreign capital,
also by means of establishing exportprocessing zones and, even, an offshore
financial centre. However, Malaysia has
always set strict conditions to foreign
investors. Also the Labuan offshore centre,
which was inaugurated in 1990, has been
carefully regulated and does not, for
instance, allow money launderers in.
Nonetheless it also represents a strategic
move in the competitive game of regulatory
laxity. (See Abbott 1999).

attacks: “Until the international
community agrees on an
international regime that will
remove the kind of dangers we
have been exposed to, we will
have to continue with our controls”
28
. Malaysia decided in 1997 to
peg its currency, the ringgit, with
the US dollar. Malaysia also made
the currency untradeable offshore
to stem speculation and introduced
a number of other exchange
controls and regulations over the
stock market (e.g. against shortselling and insider trading).

In February 1999, however, “in
view of increasing concerns raised
by foreign investors over the 12month holding period
requirement” as well as to
facilitate portfolio investment from
abroad, the Malaysian government
revised the exchange controls.
Consequently, the 12-month
holding period requirement was
replaced by a graduated exit tax
(levy on the repatriation of
portfolio capital).29 Since the
imposition of the controls, the
exchange rate of the ringgit
remained fixed to the US dollar.
Moreover, almost all the economic
indicators improved: exports,
reserves and domestic demand are
up and both inflation and interest
rates are down. The -6.7% decline in GDP in 1998 was turned into positive
growth again.30
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As Malaysia’s Prime Minister’s insistence that he will lift the capital
controls only when there is a new global financial architecture indicates, the
call for international reforms became particularly strong after the series of
crises that started from Asia in 1997. This call has led, in the practices of
global governance, to a slight theoretical transition from the orthodoxy
towards Polanyi. Or more precisely, the multilateral organisations and
Western leaders have started to emphasise the importance of constructing
and regulating the markets in the right way, as defined by them.
In his seminal book The Great Transformation, Polanyi criticised the
liberalist faith in the naturalness of self-regulating markets and spontaneous
progress. The role of the modern European state was decisive in the 18th and
19th century socio-historical construction of capitalist laissez-faire market
economy. This “great transformation” brought about the conditions for a
self-regulating market economy:
[…] The gearing of markets into a self-regulating system of tremendous power was
not the result of any inherent tendency of markets towards excrescence, but rather
the highly artificial stimulants administered to the body social […]. Only in the
institutional setting of market economy are market laws relevant.31

In the Bank for International Settlements (BIS) centered regime, the central
bankers have met since the mid-1970s to construct a set of norms, rules and
regulations and decision-making procedures for preventing and handling
financial crises. In response to the Latin American debt crisis of the early
1980s, which shook the US banks in particular, the Basle Committee, under
the auspices of the BIS, eventually agreed in the late 1980s on the uniform
rules on banking, including the risk-adjusted capital/asset ratio of 8%. The
Basle Agreement applies to G-10 countries (G-7 plus Sweden, Belgium,
Holland and Switzerland).
Similarly, the attempts of the late 1990s to relieve the tendency for currency
and financial crises presuppose that the conditions for properly selfregulating markets have to be artificially created. It does not suffice to
simply de-regulate and liberalise; new mentalities, administrative bodies and
regulations have to be produced as well. In line with the orthodoxy,
however, the idea is that only such policies and regulations are in order
which help to ensure the self-regulation of the market.
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The IMF, in collaboration with the World Bank, has in the late 1990s been
championing what it calls “second-generation reforms” in its member
countries, enacted through its surveillance, technical assistance, and
financing. These include a demand for more transparency in economic
policies (the investors must know what the states are doing); and for
establishing a simple and transparent regulatory environment and a
professional and independent judicial system that will uphold the rule of
law, including property rights (this is meant to facilitate and simplify
financial transactions).32
The idea seems to be that by giving the investors better and more accurate
information about the economic conditions of states and by establishing
simple, well-functioning and unchanging rules of the game, the laws of the
market will finally start to work as they should (efficiently and optimally,
guaranteeing stability). However, unlike the regulations introduced by Chile
and Malaysia, these rules are meant, first and foremost, to guide states rather
than investors and traders in the forex and stock markets.
Will the “second-generation” reforms help to reduce fluctuations in the forex
markets? Apart from the major problem that the emphasis is on regulating
states, not the market actors, the answer depends on how we explain the
recurrence of financial crisis.

Explaining the recurring financial crises
One of the first crisis hit the Southern Cone of Latin America in the early
1980’s. Another well-known crisis is that of the Black Monday of October
1987, when the Wall Street went down for a while. Europe was struggling
with a series of crises in the early 1990’s (both the EMS and the Nordic
countries). Soon it was the turn of Mexico in 1994-95. The most recent
series of well-known crises started in Asia in 1997, spread to Russia in
August 1998, and finally to Brazil in late 1998, with repercussions elsewhere
in Latin America. Japan has been delving deeper and deeper into a
deflationary spiral, also because of its banking crisis. And these are only
examples of some 70 banking crises and 90 currency crises since the 1970s.
The next major crisis may well occur again in the US, given that a collapse
of its stock markets is already long overdue.
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In the North, including Japan, these episodes have often involved either
banking or currency crises (although there have been cases of both occurring
simultaneously); but in the South they have typically been a combination of
the two. They have been associated with borrowed funds based on financial
multiplication of – typically short-term – investments in assets and real
estate. This multiplication can be created within a national banking and
investments funds system itself, and/or can be based on the leverage of
global financial markets, assuming the form of short-term capital inflows.
These developments can also be interrelated. Thus, the transformations and
increased competition of commercial banking in the major industrial
countries has created, in the context of financial liberalisation, much of the
impetus for the increased capital inflows in the South.33
The value of paper or electronic money and assets is based on trust.34 At the
heart of all financial crisis is the sudden disappearance of sufficient trust or
confidence on a bundle of assets (including currency, bonds, equities etc.).
Somebody takes a lead and starts to sell in large quantities, others follow.
Suddenly, the previously shared – and often taken-for-granted – trust
disappears and panic hits those who still hold these assets, particularly so if
they have them in large quantities and are existentially dependent on their
values. Disappearance of trust is often contagious, particularly if reinforced
by complex investment strategies, which may make values of seemingly
separate assets strictly interdependent. Everything that is associated, for one
reason or another, with a bundle of assets suddenly becomes quite suspicious
and uncertain as well. And so it goes on until some kind of a bottom is
reached or authorities start to do something decisive (if they can).
The disappearance of trust or confidence is at the heart of the problem.
Suppose that it was X that collapsed this time. We have two possible,
different ex post actu explanations:
1) Blame the victim explanation35: Disappearance of trust or
confidence in X was due to the problems with the economic
fundamentals of X. Had X lived up to the criteria of correct
fundamentals, there would have been no disappearance of trust and
confidence.
2) Blame the system explanation36: In a system constructed like the
powerful global financial markets, confidence in X, Y, Z etc. is
bound to disappear every now and then, perhaps with an increased
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frequency; the constellation of more or less arbitrary factors,
including highly speculative decisions of many investors,
determined that it was X’s turn this time.
There are thus two possible ways of approaching the problem of explaining
these crises. In fact, a number of syntheses are possible as well.

Blaming the victim
The first explanation obviously assumes that the investors are rational in the
very strong and objectivist sense that they react correctly and responsibly to
the changes in objective economic conditions and developments. This
assumption is perhaps the essential element of orthodox economics.
The ‘blame the victim’ explanation raises a number of questions. Firstly, if
the explanation is always constructed ex post actu (after the events), and if
the perception of the ‘real problems’ and the reactions to them are not
separable, this explanation becomes conceptually tautological. Had there
been no collapse of X, would there still have been a fundamental problem
with X? The argument becomes, indeed, easily circular (cf. Figure 3 above).
Quite correctly, Krugman warns about the seduction of “twenty-twenty
hindsight”. For example, “now that we know that Japan and Korea have
experienced a devastating economic setback, we start to imagine that we
always knew that they had feet of clay”37.
As always, orthodox theory dictates that any deviation of practices from the
ideals it has set is a problem – not for the theory but for the practices. At
some point, this fundamentalist belief should be allowed to be
problematised, too. Tautological determinism imposed upon episodes that
have already taken place does not do.
Secondly, in the ‘blame the victim’ explanation, there is a fundamental
ontological problem: there is no explication of the mechanisms that would
mediate between the supposed economic “fundamentals”, however
specified, and the concrete reactions of the actors in the financial markets.
More realistically, we should ask how the contextual realities of dealers,
bankers and fund managers are in fact constructed.
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Constitution of actors
First, we should have an understanding of the actors. Most importantly, the
financial actors and their powers are based on a complicated process of
multiplication of loans, assets and transactions. Many investors are investing
for very small margins. Often they have obtained loans on their assets in
order to be able to invest more to yield bigger revenues from the small
margins. This is called leverage in the jargon of financial markets. In the
US, the financial sector debt relative to GDP had risen from the negligible 23% in the early 1950s to 60% by the mid-1990s. Presumably, the
development has been similar elsewhere in the OECD area.38 The borrowed
funds have been invested, in turn, on other assets, possibly on shares in other
investment funds such as investment banks (many of them brands of
established commercial banks), mutual funds or hedge funds. Often these
promise much higher rates of return than any companies producing nonfinancial goods or services. These higher rates of return are, in turn, a
consequence of the financial multiplication process.
A large part of the accumulated debt remains serviceable only as long as
there is no major downturn in any of the crucial areas of the financial
markets. Many assets remain valuable only as long as other, cross-invested
assets remain valuable. That is, the same actors can be, as debtors or
investors, dependent on the yields of other actors in the financial markets.
Like the value of money itself, the whole financial system is based on trust
(confidence) that the prices of most assets will rise or at least remain
relatively stable also in the future, that the values do not disappear. The quite
rational fear of sudden major fluctuations or collapses, once materialised,
can be existential for small and big investors alike, and consequently lead to
a chain-reaction, which, if it is a far-reaching one, constitute a crisis.39
So the actors are themselves products of the rules, options and
interdependencies of the financial markets and the consequent process of
financial multiplication. But more concretely, who are the actors in the
global forex, bond and equities markets? (For a more systematic analysis of
the actors and their resources, see Chapter 2). Markets of both currency
exchanges and OTC derivatives are regulated by states, although the OTC
derivatives markets is less standardised and thus more lax in its rules. In the
context of most countries, including many, perhaps most offshores40, only
exchange brokers and the dealers of the banks are authorised to make forex
deals, and they have to keep accounts on their transactions and positions.
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They also have to report all their activities to the central bank and/or to the
Bank of International Settlements. They can implement the orders of their
customers or make transactions on their own initiative.
In fact, most forex transactions are short-term dealer-to-dealer transactions
made in major international currencies and geographically located in major
financial centres. Bahrain, Singapore, Luxembourg, the United Kingdom
and Hong Kong have clearly specialized in global foreign exchange trading.
In contrast, in markets where domestic currency business accounts for
around 70% or more of turnover, this may be due partly to the use of
domestic currency as a vehicle (United States, Germany, Japan) and partly to
the greater prominence of transactions driven by cross-border trade and
financial flows rather than cross-currency arbitrage and hedging (Italy,
South Africa, Canada, Portugal, Spain).41
Almost $1000 billion is processed daily as dealer-to-dealer transactions, a
large part of it for very small and very short-term margins. Of the outright
forwards, however, more than half takes place between a dealer and a
customer; these “customers” play a role also in other OTC derivatives
markets.42 The customers – such as multinational corporations or investment
funds, which are not authorised to make deals themselves – may, however,
be deeply involved in financial activities themselves, and in the markets on
outright forwards, futures, options and swaps the line between hedging and
speculation is thin. Many corporations have their own financial offices and,
despite their claims to the contrary, seem to not only to engage in costly
hedging operations but also take risks and speculate with currency
fluctuations, anticipated devaluations and changes in interest rates. 43
Apart from dealers spreading risks and speculating with currencies among
themselves, a large part of the forex markets transactions stem from
movements originating in the decisions of other financial actors such as
banks, mutual funds or hedge funds. The biggest of them belong to
Switzerland, the US, Japan and the UK. In 1997, the world’s top ten fund
managers controlled $4220 billion worth of assets.44 Sometimes the currency
transaction is only an intermediate process, a step between, say, liquidating a
US Treasury bond and buying shares of Matsushita in its place. However,
banks, mutual funds, hedge funds and other institutional investors have
increasingly been treating forex as an asset class in itself, separate from any
underlying asset or bond.45 They seem to have become prominent players
also in the forex derivatives markets.46 It is also the case that more and more
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often, investments are also complex hybrids, with a forex transaction as an
element of the overall cross-border investment deal.
The flows and assets of global financial markets are themselves products of
the multiplication process. In 1999, world GDP was about $30000 billion.
That is, currency dealers exchange among themselves an amount equivalent
to the world GDP in less than 30 trading days. Largely this is not real in the
sense that these funds could be materialised in any more concrete form, that
is, in terms of turning them into money that can be translated into production
of goods and services or their consumption. Or in more technical terms,
these assets are mostly liquid for any given (insignificant) participant in
almost any given time, but not for a large number of them simultaneously. 47
The same assets may make many across-the-borders roundtrips a day, in
some cases with practically no risk and minimal margins (these flows can be
considered as insignificant in their consequences). Many of can be and are
used as underlying assets for derivatives, and derivatives of derivatives, all
with different maturities etc. And they can be, and are, used also as
guarantees for loans, which in turn can be invested in assets. Yet, these
figures are indicative of the magnitude and power of these flows.
It is also noteworthy that the ten top fund managers control assets equivalent
to 13% of the world GDP. This is approximately the combined GDP of
France, Germany and the UK, or the combined GDP of world’s 80 poorest
countries, including China, India, Indonesia, Nigeria and Russia, the five
countries which together account for almost half of the world population.

Modelling the system
The being, actions and contexts of the financial actors are constituted (i) by
the interdependent resources they command; (ii) by the trust on the
persistence of the value of assets and liabilities; (iii) by the rules and
regulations of the markets within which they act; and (iv) by the reflective
rules of rationality that guide their anticipations, strategic calculations and
actions. In general, it can be claimed that the more liquid the assets and the
shorter the time horizon, the less the decisions have to do with the economy
of production, consumption, trade and state budgets, and more with the
internal dynamics of the financial markets themselves.
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Box 2: Keynes’s “beauty contest”
J.M.Keynes himself was an active participant in the
speculative game of stock exchange in the 1920s
(when he lost his fortune) and the 1930 (when he
rebuilt it). In his analysis of financial markets, he was
not content with abstract and unrealistic assumptions
about the nature, rationality and knowledge of
financial actors. Rather, he started with an
understanding of the practices of financial markets as
he had experienced them. As a participant in these
markets, what is the rational way to make money? In
his General Theory of Employment, Interest and
Money, Keynes (1961/1936, 158) says there are in
fact two ways: enterprise and speculation.
Enterprise is “the activity of forecasting the
prospective yields of assets over their whole life”;
whereas speculation is “the activity of forecasting the
psychology of the market”. He argues that “as the
organisation of investment markets improves, the risk
of the predominance of speculation does increase”.
Implicitly on the basis of his own experiences
from the 1920s and the 1930s, he claims that in “New
York the influence of speculation is enormous”. This
is simply because liquid investments – “hoarding or
lending money – often pay better off, at least in the
short-run, than real long-term investments in
production. He also claims that this is “an inevitable
result of an investment market organised” in a manner
making investments liquid (ibid., 155).
He likens the behaviour of investors in these
kinds of markets to “newspaper competitions in
which the competitors have to pick out the six
prettiest faces from a hundred of photographs, the
prize being awarded to the competitor whose choice
most nearly corresponds to the average preferences of
the competitors as a whole”. However, in this
strategic game, everybody knows that everybody else
is looking at the problem from the same point of
view. “It is not the case of choosing those which, to
the best of one’s judgement, are really the prettiest,
nor even those which average opinion genuinely
thinks the prettiest. We have reached the third degree
where we devote our intelligences to anticipating
what the average opinion expects the average opinion
to be. And there are some, I believe, who practice the
fourth, fifth and higher degrees.” (Ibid., 156).

Of course, if we, again
tautologically, assume that
the prices of these assets
must correspond to
developments in economic
“fundamentals”, however
specified, there can be no
problem of mediation or
detachment. Yet, contra
orthodoxy, we should study
the mechanisms that
produce the outcomes.
Even in what Keynes calls
“enterprise activities” –
dealing with financing
productive, non-financial
investments – in the
financial markets, there
must be a mechanism of
mediation between the
material economy of goods
and services and the
financial markets decisionmaking. This entails the
possibility of a relative
detachment, even without
the prevalence of
speculation. As far as
speculation is concerned
(covering in fact both the
hedging against risks and
gambling on risks),
Keynes’s analogy to a
beauty contest, in which
each player tries to guess or
anticipate the preferences
of the others, knowing that
everybody is doing the
same thing, helps to
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understand and explain why financial activities are partially detached from
the reality of production and exchange of goods and services.
The few available accounts of the global financial market practices of the
turn of the century indicate at least the following points:48
• Normally, there is an indirect link to the material economy of work,
production, consumption, trade and state budgets through the assessments
of the IMF or the rating agencies such as Standard & Poor Corp. and
Moody’s Investors Services.49 Also the reports and actions of the IMF
and BIS play a role in constituting actions. These private or public expert
systems are highly dependent upon mathematical models, available
statistical data and computer systems. With the exception of a broad
outline of the development of a few variables under “normal”
circumstances, they cannot predict anymore than any economic theory
can; typically these models have been built on unrealistic orthodox
assumptions.50 As Keynes has already made clear, “human decisions
affecting the future, whether personal or political or economic, cannot
depend on strict mathematical expectation, since the basis for such
expectation does not exist”51.
• Decisions must be based on anticipation of the (immediate) future in the
context of high uncertainty, and they have to acquire information from
anywhere they can. For dealers and investors with short-term horizons,
whatever happens to the largely fictitious prices of assets for whatever
reasons is in fact quite real, and they have to act consequently. Fortunes
may come and go with these fluctuations. The more prevalent the
perception is that these fluctuations have only little to do with nonfinancial activities and processes, the less there is reason to care about the
assessments of the non-financial developments.52 The public assessments
of rating agencies etc. are thus not sufficient (and sometimes not even
considered relevant or read). For traders and investors, shared moods
about the overall situation; partially shared, partially private analyses of
uncertain political situations; rumours about economic and political
developments and other investors’ decisions; as well as assessments
about the possibility of speculative attacks and self-fulfilling prophecies;
are all very real, with potentially far-reaching consequences.
• Therefore, what matters for financial decision-making on assets that
appear liquid is, given a sufficiently deepened and extended process of
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financial multiplication and, also, laxity of regulations, anticipation of the
moves of other players within the financial markets. In most contexts, the
concerns of exporters, importers and those making direct foreign
investments or, more generally, the prospects of the firms producing
goods and services, whose shares are sold in stock exchanges, are quite
secondary. In some segments of the financial activities, they may not
enter the decision-making process at all.
• However, it is often better to be a step ahead of the others – although not
too much, for then you would lose as well. The more professional macro
hedge funds, for instance, may base their strategies on macroeconomic
models, which try to anticipate devaluations or drastic changes in interest
rates. If depreciation of a currency is expected, they may, for instance,
sell that currency forward or buy a put option. Anticipation of changes –
particularly if many others follow the market leaders’ actions – may in
fact contribute bringing about those changes; this is the phenomenon of
self-fulfilling prophecies. However, whatever happens at least partially of
one’s own accord, is, in many situations, potentially profitable, certainly
more profitable than simply reacting, after others, to episodes and
developments that have already taken place. For the latecomers, prices
have changed already, occasionally with dramatic consequences.
• The stories actors tell about the market situation – possibly partially
based on sophisticated models of market developments – and their
choices constitute the strategic game they are playing (within the rules
and regulations of the market). This strategic game is typically highly
reflective, partially communicative and often also self-referential. Yet,
however sophisticated and leveraged the markets, these stories continue
to make – even if only vague and ambiguous – references to the nonfinancial world (to the economic prospects of X; changes in economic
policies of X etc.). Thus an external process, as perceived and interpreted
by the leading actors, may trigger a downward process. At a certain
point, the game may turn out to resemble a Prisoner’s Dilemma game.53
If the confidence on the prospects of X is gone, the individually rational
choice “sell as quickly as you can” amounts to a collectively catastrophic
outcome of a collapse, although collectively most actors would be better
off by not selling for the time being. For any individual actor the worst
outcome is to co-operate now while (most) others defect. By not selling
as quickly as they can, they would be easily left with nothing. Hence the
occasional bursts of panics.
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For a country or a group of countries to get into trouble, it is in principle
enough that a minuscule part of the global flows and funds are diverted from
their currencies, bonds and assets, typically after an undue expansion. What
exactly will be the geographical space and context in which, at least in
retrospect, there has occurred an undue and untenable process of financial
multiplication? It is part of the nature of these crises that the bubbles are
difficult to identify beforehand – given the ubiquity of financial
multiplication – and their bursts are unpredictable in any precise, scientific
sense of the term. A credible assessment of a “bubble” would in itself be a
likely cause of a run away from those assets/markets. In a sense, the global
financial markets as a whole is a big bubble, and it is possible that also the
global financial system as a whole may one-day collapse:
A local monetary system may collapse completely, as happened in Germany in the
1920’s; in some circumstances which we might not envisage at all, this might
perhaps happen to the global monetary order, with disastrous consequences for
billions of people.54

In open systems, precise predictions are in principle always impossible (for
methodological details, see Appendix 1). Anticipations of futures are
possible, but they are also very much part of the game in financial markets.
Also learning takes place, perhaps in cycles of myopic optimism, associated
with excessive leverage-building and indebtment, until a bad financial crisis
scares players into prudence – for a while.55 National, regional and global
authorities do their best to assure the trust and confidence of investors.
Typically, it is very hard do this without creating “a game of heads I win,
tails the taxpayer loses”56. This game will encourage “morally hazardous”
lending and investments and then counterproductively stimulates undue
expansions. From the perspective of political authorities, this may be a
Catch-22 situation. If you do not back the financial actors up, crises are more
likely and also likely to be more severe. If you back them up, you are
encouraging them to take excessive risks and thereby creating conditions for
crises (besides paying for the gambling of these financial actors).
In addition, there are particular actors – rating agencies, investment
consultants etc. – who make their revenues by assessing the prospects of
countries, markets and assets. If believed by a sufficient number of actors,
any prophecy about the doom of a given market can trigger exactly what it
predicts and become self-fulfilling. These prophecies are believed more
easily if the actions of the market leaders are decisive enough, and if other
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processual elements of the overall context appear sufficiently – given the
shared conceptual framework of explaining economic developments – to
support the interpretation on which the prophecy is based.

Contingency of agents, actions and structures
Quite obviously, this argument seems to be in line with the ‘blame the
system’ explanation. Yet, also the systemic explanation is somewhat
problematic. It is, first of all, too deterministic. With a Polanyin insight, it is
possible to argue that rules and institutional settings constitute the system.
Thus by re-constructing these rules and settings, it is indeed possible to
eliminate some of the obvious possibilities for the emergence of financial
bubbles and crises, and thereby make them less likely (in the absence of
counter-tendencies, that, again, would make them more likely).
Although Europe, North America and Japan have experienced crises as well,
many crises in different geographical spaces and contexts have thus far
occurred soon after liberalisation and deregulation of the financial markets.
These experiences have led to learning and also partial re-regulation of the
markets. It seems that it is particularly crucial to regulate the process of
financial multiplication. In particular, it is essential to control the level and
quality of risks, indebtedness (leverage), and the chains of interdependencies
between actors. Moreover, all the options of selling something that one does
not have or manipulating and orchestrating fluctuations for one’s own
benefit must be closed as well, to the extent possible.
The less one wants to problematise and/or study concretely the elements of a
given context, the more in line with theoretical expectations these factors
may appear (at least ex post actu). It is, on the one hand, highly plausible to
interpret the Asian crisis as a mere product of the global financial system,
because almost all the “usual macroeconomic suspects” seem to have been
absent. All the main East Asian economies displayed in 1994-1996 low
inflation, fiscal surpluses or balances, limited public debt, high savings and
investment rates, and substantial foreign exchange reserves, with no signs of
significant deterioration before the crisis. The only worrying sign was the
mounting trade deficit, mostly ignored by analysts. Just before the crisis,
both the IMF and the World Bank praised these countries for “sound
macroeconomic fundamentals”.57 Despite the strength of “Asian tigers”,
somehow the global financial system seems to have produced the crisis.
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Box 3: LTCM and “crony capitalism”
As unregulated speculative vehicles for “high networth individuals” and institutional investors, hedge
funds are free to hold whatever financial instruments
they wish and to pursue whatever investment or
trading strategies they choose. LTCM (Long-Term
Capital Management) is an investment partnership
started in 1994. It was very successful having annual
returns in excess of 40% in 1995 and 1996, although
somewhat less in 1997. Aided by the reputations of
well-known economists (including two Nobel-prize
winners) and traders, it was able to raise its leverage
up to 40 times its original funds, or more. Relying on
insights generated by sophisticated mathematical
models, and by building complex investment
strategies, LTCM made bets on the changes in the
relative prizes of bonds in the US and abroad due to
changes in the risk premia. (See Edwards 1999)
The announcement of the Russian
government on 17 August 1998 of devaluation and
debt moratorium triggered a massive flight to safer
assets. Top economists and sophisticated models
notwithstanding, this surprised LTCM. Very high
leverage and large open positions of USD 200 billion
produced losses that the fund could not sustain. In two
weeks, LTCM had to send a letter to its investors
revealing that it had lost 52% of its value. It had lost
its original funds and emerged suddenly as a
systematic risk to a number of financial actors. (Ibid.)
The Federal Reserve Bank of New York
orchestrated a private rescue operation by 14 banks
and other financial firms. LTCM was re-capitalised
by a total amount of USD 3.5 billion. Soon this led to
a reversal of accusations of “crony capitalism”. World
Bank chief economist Joseph Stiglitz stated: “While
South Korea, Thailand and Indonesia were heavily
criticized for acquiring mountains of debt, the
magnitude of debt at LTC M was unbelievable” (AFP
News 1998). Martin Khor (1999) went even further:
“This episode brings to light Western banks’ reckless
lending practices and the substantial use of leverage
by these funds giving them considerable power to
move financial markets. The bailout of LTCM has, in
turn, left US financial authorities open to accusations
of practising the very ‘crony capitalism’ they have
often attributed to the afflicted Asian countries in
crisis.” Indeed, the LTCM bailout was a matter of a
small circle of friends and high officials of banks who
had also invested their personal money in the LTCM.

Yet, there are always
actors and their practices
and choices involved. The
causal responsibility may
be located in different
ways. The Asian financial
crisis may also be
presented as a crisis of the
Asian developmental
model. Opacity of
information, overinvestment and loanfunded investments in
non-productive assets,
real estate etc. may look
as if they stemmed from
the Asian model leaning
towards “crony
capitalism”. Indeed, the
rationale of the (mostly
speculative) finance
companies that boomed
before the crises in
Thailand and elsewhere
seem to have been based
on political connections.58
On the other hand, the
money to these finance
companies was pumped in
from abroad. Consequently, it has been
claimed that the bubble
was in large part
produced by Western and
Japanese banks operating
in South East Asia,
partially outside the
normal regulations of the
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Basle Agreement. Before the crisis that started in Summer 1997, there was a
rise in short-term lending (up to and including one year maturity) to Asian
and East Europeans. The banks were active in acquiring “non-traditional”
assets such as in higher-yielding local money markets and other debt
securities. There was also an increase in lending to the private non-bank
borrowers, the finance companies and the like, with this share rising to 45%
at the end of June 1997. Increased competition and low-interest rates had
driven the Western banks to search for new, profitable opportunities.
Already before the beginning of the crisis, the Bank for International
Settlement had drawn attention to the way funds were being lent to
“emerging” economy borrowers, with little or no premiums, and had raised
questions about this.59
Any crisis, including the Asian one, occurs at a highly complex intersection
of different processes. This makes different theoretical interpretations
possible. It is telling that economists looking for regularities in closed
systems have in fact followed, ex post actu, the real world historical
developments. First they developed the so-called first-generation
explanations of financial crises on the basis of the Latin American
experiences in the early 1980’s (“crises are due to irresponsible
macroeconomic policies”).60 After the European experiences of the early
1990’s, they constructed the second-generation theories (“a speculative
attack on a currency can develop either as a result of a predicted future
deterioration in fundamentals, or purely through self-fulfilling
prophecy””).61 In the later 1990s, after having found these to be inadequate
to explain the Asian, Russian and Brazilian crises, they are in the process of
devising more complicated explanations combining different elements of
earlier models with the peculiarities of the Asian crisis.62
An attempt to tackle real world complexities is certainly an improvement.
However, these economists would do even better by acknowledging that a
constellation of processes and highly reflective and often overtly selfreferential reactions to them, leading to a particular financial crisis, is
unpredictable, although not unexplainable. This despite the possibility of
explicating certain characteristic signs of local and perhaps also global
developments towards crises, such as rapid increase in short-term
indebtment. As explicated above in the conceptual model of the functioning
of the global financial system, what is crucial – besides the quality of the
financial multiplication process – is the way the economic and political
developments are interpreted by different actors in highly interdependent,
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strategic contexts of financial markets, and how these interpretations are
acted upon. In principle, any development can emerge as a trigger for a
series of downward processes. The emergence of a trigger becomes easier
the more cross-invested and leveraged the financial markets, and the more
weight a handful of market leaders have assumed.
Because the systems are open and there are always many actors playing a
role, it is true for any narrow explanation that the processes leading to a
financial crisis can always be equally well understood in terms of a
competing theoretical framework. This is not necessarily irrational. It is a
consequence of the openness of systems and contextuality of action that
many things could have been otherwise in any given episode. Any of these
elements can then be taken up as the explanation; the rest of the context is,
then, either reified as exogenous “facts” or misrepresented. The attempt to
stick to one simple explanation only is not always totally wrong, just shortsighted and narrow-minded. From a more wholistic perspective, however,
cause is an insufficient but necessary part of a complex which is itself
unnecessary but sufficient for the production of a result, i.e. the
INUS-condition.63 That is, there are always many elements taking part in
producing the outcome; and many of these elements could, in any given
context, have been otherwise.
Take again the Asian crisis. From a novel theoretical perspective, it may turn
out, against the ‘blame the victim’, ‘blame the financial actors’ and ‘blame
the system’ explanations, that the crucial factor was, after all, the
transformative capacity of the Asian states. The states that faced the crisis
had either failed to develop, or in many cases, renounced their industrial
planning capabilities and, in particular, controls over financial markets (in
fact, they also did this in response to the pressures coming from the
Washington consensus). Had they not failed to develop or maintain these
crucial transformative capacities, the path of economic development in the
second-generation NICs would have been different and they should have
been able to avoid the crisis.64 It is noteworthy that Taiwan and China did
not liberalise, kept capital controls and avoided the crisis (although Taiwan’s
currency, too, depreciated during the crisis).
Actors, including states, can act otherwise and systems can be reformed.
Yet, despite its limitations, the systemic explanation of financial crises is
strong in a sense that it reveals something essential about the power and
functioning of global financial markets. The growth of the global financial
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markets and their power is based on the financial multiplication process,
which tends to grow mostly with indirect and typically rather vague and
ambiguous connections to the world of economic developments in
production, exchange, distribution and consumption. The global financial
markets should be seen as a system of social relations that creates particular
resources, enables certain kinds of actors and actions and makes possible
certain kinds of interdependent episodes. As it had developed by the mid1990s, the characteristic functioning of the system based on financial
multiplication was a necessary – although not in itself sufficient – part of a
complex, that was sufficient but not necessary for the production of the
Asian crisis. In other words, it was a crucial cause of the crisis.

The socio-economic consequences of financial crises
After a sudden turn or a crisis, the recovery or stabilisation may also appear
as relatively quick. Return to the previous values – or to an approximation of
them, or to new relatively “stable” values – of exchange rates or bonds and
equities have been in some cases only a matter of a few months, although
sometimes it takes years. Obviously, the depth and length of crisis also
depends on the relative capabilities and actions of the authorities; in the
1990s on the increasingly sizeable mobilisation of financial resources by the
OECD countries, the IMF, the World Bank and regional organisations.
However, even in the case of apparently quick recovery or stabilisation,
financial crises tend to have far-reaching socio-economic consequences. In
the process of financial reorganisation of economy, many activities and life
prospects of millions of people are seriously affected, in many cases for a
long time or permanently. The crisis has been produced in the secondary
markets in which stocks, bonds, forex contracts etc. are being exchanged.
Yet, the unexpected reversal of financial multiplication – the implosion of
the values of assets, and/or the flight of funds – also has an effect on the
primary markets of savings, loans and forex. The primary markets, in turn,
co-determine the conditions for many other economic activities. The
recovery of the economy as a whole takes usually 1½ - 6 years. The links are
always dependent on the institutional arrangements of the countries and
regions concerned. The following list should thus be read merely as
indicative of the mechanisms that we should be looking for:
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• Interest rate: higher interest rates mean that debts become (much) more
expensive; in some cases, after a crisis, the interest rate has been raised to
40% or more (and for a short while, it could have been even thousands of
percents). Since most households and firms in (late)modern capitalist
economies are indebted, this, by raising the costs of debt-servicing,
restrains their economic activities and tends to contribute to
redundancies, unemployment and bankruptcies. Consequently, fewer new
loans are taken under the strained conditions. Hence there will be less
investments and demand for investment goods.
• Value of property such as real estate: not all assets are “just paper” (or
signs on a screen); a sudden drop of the value of these assets may
contribute to the de facto insolvency of many actors.
• Price and demand for products: within a national economy, the
demand for goods and services will be reduced because of the
consequences of high interest rates and the implosion of the value of
assets. Suddenly, many people and firms have much less money to buy
things with. Since other actors are dependent on their investment and
consumption decisions, the conditions of the dependent actors will get
worse as well, further reducing demand. Output goes down significantly
and unemployment increases. However, externally the devaluation of a
currency in particular, but also the implosion of values, will increase
demand. For the outsiders, the goods and assets, including firms, of a
crisis-ridden country have suddenly become very cheap. But for the
consumers inside, the imported goods become much more expensive.
Which means declining real income and less domestic demand.
• State budget: because of the cost of attempts to defend the value of
currencies or bailout banks and other financial actors, the state is already
short of money before the secondary impacts of a crisis. The secondary
impact translates into a reduction of tax revenues and increase in the state
social expenditure etc. If the IMF and other multilateral organisations
and/or states condition their rescue packages and loans on balanced state
budgets, the tertiary impacts, too, will be far-reaching, and typically
include privatisation and, perhaps most importantly, reductions in social
expenditure, health and education. It has been claimed that the severity of
the Asian crisis was mostly due to the IMF response of tightening budget
and drawing liquidity away from the markets, when, given the Asian
institutional arrangements, it should have been exactly the opposite.65
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Moreover, the loans of the rescue packages have to be paid back with
interest, which creates a long-term constraint on state actions.
• “Confidence” of potential direct investors: not only will the short-term
funds flight the country (or the effected sectors), but also the potential
long-term investors will have to rethink, given the tendency to a
downward spiral and reduced demand. However, simultaneously, the fall
of prices will make the purchase of already existing means of production
and assets much cheaper, including the privatised sectors and firms.
These investments may not add to the productive potential of the country,
but do bring in money and, most far-reachingly, change the ownership
and control structure of the economy.
There is no mechanism that would compensate for the lost growth and its
socio-economic consequences. The 1997-98 crisis, for instance, meant by
year 2000 a short-term loss of some 10-20% of GDP for Thailand,
Indonesia, Korea and Malaysia (assuming that the growth of 1996-97 would
have continued otherwise). The long-term cumulative loss is bigger. The
Asian crisis was deeper and more severe than financial crises usually. Figure
4 summarises the estimations of the IMF on the cost of almost 200 crises in
lost output relative to trend. The total cumulative loss for a combined
banking and currency crisis has been, on average, 14.4%, for the countries
concerned. It has been estimated, however, that the Asian crisis and its
global repercussions cut global output by USD 2 trillion in 1998-2000. 66
This is perhaps 6% of the global GDP; by far, the worst crisis thus far.
It has also been estimated that the Asian crisis made 10 million people
officially unemployed. Many others became either underemployed or lost
their jobs without leaving a mark in the official statistics (in addition to
ubiquitous attempts to colour statistics, immigrant workers, many of them
illegal, fall into this category). Moreover, some 50 million people in Asia
alone fell under the poverty line; emergence of malnutrition and hunger has
been reported. In Russia, most people’s salaries are now below the absolute
minimum cost of living, after the 40-50% drop in real incomes due to the
crisis; that is, tens of millions Russians suffer acutely from the collapse of
the economy, which has been reinforced by the financial crisis. Many more
people in Asia, Russia and Brazil are facing the long-term effects of
declining public health care, education, pensions and social benefits.67 The
striking fact is that, given the current global financial system and the
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principles of governing it, those who suffer the most have typically had the
least to do with producing the crisis.

Figure 4: Cumulative loss of output due to crises
Cost of Crisis in Lost Output Relative to Trend
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Not everybody in the global political economy suffered, however. The few
speculators that played smart may have benefited from the fluctuations.
Most of the Western financial actors involved in the Asian markets were
eventually bailed out by the governments of the crisis-ridden countries, with
funds borrowed from the IMF, other multilateral organisations, and Western
and Japanese governments (i.e. from the taxpayers of the OECD countries,
but to be paid back by the crisis-ridden countries, which will ultimately bear
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the costs).68 Despite some losses due to exposure to the Russian market, the
fluctuations of, and flights from, the “emerging markets” also induced forex
trading. This kept many Western banks busy and their profits high. The
remark in Annual Report 1998 of HSBC (a major UK bank – the second
largest in the world – which made USD one billion from forex dealing in
1998) is typical:
Dealing profits increased in 1998 as the Asian currency turmoil continued through
the first half of 1998 and wide margins and high volumes in customer driven
business continued to underpin foreign exchange revenues.69

Half of the major banks’ profits are made in forex markets. The Asian crisis
also had positive effects on some countries. Demand for the safe, less risky,
“high quality” assets increased. This helped Wall Street to boom during the
crisis. The moments of uncertainty about the possibility of contagion to New
York were precariously managed and quickly buried in the unconsciousness.
The US economy in particular succeeded in benefiting from two
consequences of the crisis: increase in the demand of the US assets and the
cheapening of South East Asian imports.70

Conclusion
It is common sensical to distinguish between the “real” economy of
production and exchange of goods and services, and the “paper” economy of
financial markets. The intuition is clear – and critical. Although there is a
need for a system generating savings and allocating credits, the secondary
financial markets do not necessarily produce wealth anymore than a casino
does, particularly if speculation prevails over enterprise. The problem with
this distinction is that it seems to deny the reality of financial markets
occupied with both speculation and hedging. The social relations of the
system of globalising financial markets are causally powerful: they empower
actors positioned in these structures with transformative capacity. The
collective outcomes of their interdependent actions may be typically
unintended, yet no less causally efficacious. To the contrary, they have farreaching causal consequences. The global financial markets are real.
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In this chapter, I have argued that since the collapse of the Bretton Woods
systems here appears to have been a jump to a new level of volatility.
Statistics do not appear to show any radical changes in volatility or
fluctuations since the mid-1980s. However, these statistics hide two
important factors. The exponential growth of the global forex markets
indicates the growing power of these markets to shake and undermine any
given currency or asset. Moreover, there have been four tendencies and
processes intervening in the functioning of global financial markets. Firstly,
there has been a greater frequency of crisis interventions by G-5 and G-7
monetary authorities and an attempt to increase forex reserves on a par with
the rapid growth of forex markets. Secondly, regional monetary integration
in Europe in particular had reduced the intra-OECD fluctuations. Decisions
to peg currencies to the dominant ones – also by re-inventing the colonial
practice of currency boards – has had a similar, albeit more fragile, effect.
Thirdly, according to the dominant neo-liberal discourse, the
homogenisation of economic policies should have had a stabilising effect as
well, although in reality this is doubtful. And finally, there has been a resort
to re-regulation, both in some of the crisis-ridden countries and globally.
The bulk of this chapter was dedicated to building a model about the
characteristic functioning of the financial markets. The point of departure is
that financial agency is inter- and system-dependent; and that financial
decisions must be explained in terms of sensitive trust or confidence on
developments and reflexive strategic considerations. The model is also based
on the notion of radical uncertainty due to the openness and unpredictability
of the future. The emergent game is based on story-telling about strategic
moves and market developments. It is also typically highly reflective about
the anticipations of the moves of the others. And it tends to be selfreferential, in a sense of being at least partially detached from assessing the
prospective long-term yields of assets conceived as forces of production. In
many respects, it is like Keynes’s famous beauty contest.
Financial actors and their powers are based on a complicated process of
multiplication of loans, assets and transactions. The systemic explanation
shows how the financial multiplication process, which tends to grow with
rather vague and ambiguous connections to the material world of economic
developments, is itself a crucial cause of financial instability. The financial
multiplication process, however, also explains the growth of the
transformative capabilities of financial actors, and thereby also the growing
power of financial markets. From the dependency of actors on this process,
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it also follows that sudden turns, reversals and fluctuations in the
multiplication process may thus be existential for a large number of actors.
Hence the occasional bursts of rational panics, with far-reaching socioeconomic consequences for millions of people.
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